Serious Advocacy in the Grand Canyon State
ASBA leads the way for small businesses in Arizona
By Rob Yunich
Director of Communications

T

he Arizona Small Business
Association (ASBA), an NSBA
affiliate, resides in one of the
most popular vacation spots in the
nation. Despite its exotic locale,
ASBA is very serious about advocacy—and continues to make a difference for small-business owners in the
Grand Canyon State.
“Washington D.C., and Arizona
are so many miles apart and yet
what’s happening in the nation’s capital affects so many facets of our
local business climate,” ASBA Chief
Executive Officer Joan KoerberWalker said. “When the legislative
climate gets hot for small businesses
in Arizona, our members look to
ASBA to amplify their voice with all
branches of state and local government. When things heat up in
Washington D.C., our affiliation
with NSBA allows us to be in the
know—be represented—and be
heard at the federal level too.”
Much like NSBA, one of ASBA’s
top priorities is health care. According
to its policy statement, ASBA “supports efforts to make health care coverage affordable through the promotion of tax cuts, and tax credits, retention of medical professionals, tort
reform and reduction in government
regulation to allow health care insurance providers to offer a wide range
of affordable coverage to small
Arizona businesses.”
The organization opposes any
legislation or regulation that would
increases health care costs.
To demonstrate this concept,
ASBA offers plans and other health
care solutions for its members. ASBA
continually strives to find value-added
programs for its members, such as the
ASBA Group Health Insurance program. Participating in this program
provides ASBA member businesses
and their employees with access to
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Susan Ratliff (left) serves as president of Exhibit Experts in Phoenix, while Joan KoerberWalker excels as ASBA’s chief executive officer. Both play a key role in NSBA and ASBA.

medical, dental, vision and life insurance. ASBA also offers a health care
tool-kit to educate members about
health programs and options for family members and employees.
Other top issues for ASBA
include workforce development, economic development, employer sanctions, transportation, and workers’
compensation. As part of these mission statements, the organization
supports efforts to help Arizona companies employ local residents, furnishes young people with the skills
needed to make a valuable contribution to the work place, supports initiatives that would spur economic
development within the state, and
aids efforts to reform workers’ compensation and ensure that it is kept
affordable for small businesses.
ASBA also offers a Workers’
Compensation Association Safety
Plan, through which they offer free
safety training sessions and features
safety tips and articles in the monthly
newsletter, as well as other benefits.
“What you don’t know can hurt
you,” Koerber-Walker said. “Our
affiliation with NSBA allows ASBA
to keep a finger on the pulse of cur-

rent and proposed legislation and
regulations that affect our members.
And when action is needed, it is
good to know that we have the
NSBA team on our side to move our
small-business agenda forward.”
DISTINGUISHED HISTORY
ASBA, founded in 1973, has
offices in Phoenix and Tucson. In the
more than 30 years since its inception, ASBA has become a voice representing nearly 3,000 member companies and more than 200,000 employees in Arizona. ASBA offers quality
education, resources, workshops,
mentoring, seminars, legislative advocacy and tools for its member companies to develop and expand.
Voted the number one professional association by The Phoenix
Business Journal’s “Book of Lists” for
four years, the association also
acquired a reputation for being one
of the best business networking
organizations by its members, peers
and The Business Journal.
ASBA strives to build long-lasting relationships with community
partners, government agencies and
corporate sponsors to broaden its

influence.
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NSBA Announces Priority Issues (continued from p. 6)
the estate tax, but each one has failed
when it was brought up for a vote.
With the leadership changes at
the start of the 110th Congress, the
prospect of estate tax repeal is all but
dead for at least the near future.
Democrats have restored a fiscal rule
that requires all tax cuts to be offset
dollar-for-dollar by spending cuts or
other tax increases. The high cost of
full repeal—and other pressing priorities for the Democratic majority—
makes such an effort highly unlikely.
The 109th Congress was unable to
make many of the provisions of the
current code permanent, and several
will expire in 2010. If no reform measures are taken, tax laws could revert to
pre-2001 rates and roll back any and
all tax-planning advantages that were
implemented over the past six years.
However, several influential
moderate Democrats previously have
discussed the concept of a more
equitable reform of the estate tax’s
effects. Baucus has indicated support
for modifications that would exempt

more family farms and small businesses from the estate tax.
8. IMMIGRATION REFORM
NSBA urges Congress, when
addressing immigration reform, to
consider the regulatory and financial
burden imposed by over-reaching verification requirements and penalties.
Reform should include “goodfaith effort” language, leeway for
inadvertent errors, certain flexibility
in the allowable time frames, and
ensure that an appropriate workforce
is available for small-business owners.
Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and
Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) are
expected to re-introduce their broad
reform package in March with some
minor changes expected to include
citizenship language.
9. REGULATORY REFORM
NSBA urges Congress to improve
the regulatory process as it relates to
small businesses through enhanced
cost-benefit analyses that take into

account the indirect costs of proposed regulations, improved smallbusiness assistance, increased flexibility and exemptions, streamlined
paperwork, and improved information collection.
10. FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
NSBA urges Congress to oppose
any move that would hinder an
entrepreneur’s ability to create jobs,
such as mandatory sick time and
reducing the employee threshold for
FMLA compliance.
Kennedy is expected to reintroduce legislation from the 109th
Congress entitled The Healthy
Families Act that would mandate
employers to provide seven sick days
to employees.
Rep. Rosa DeLauro (D-Conn.) is
expected to introduce companion
legislation in the House.
More information can be found
at nsba.biz/issues. 
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